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Author Earl Dusty Trimmer was a Combat
Infantryman in the Vietnam War. This
Vietnam War Veterans reason for writing
his memoir is to bring awareness to
Vietnam War veterans wounded in action
(WIA), killed in action (KIA), missing in
action (MIA), the plight of those veterans
who are still living or those who have lost
their battles to survive after coming home,
and those war veterans struggling to live
another day. Written from the heart and
experiences of a combat infantry soldier in
the Vietnam War, Condemned Property?
takes a raw look at the Vietnam War and
Vietnam War veterans. Author Dusty
Trimmer believes the Vietnam Wars
biggest battle wasnt fought in Southeast
Asia, but is currently being waged against
the Department of Veterans Affairs in the
United States. Author Dusty Trimmers
purpose of this book is to expose the
systems mistreatment of Vietnam War
Veterans. War is hell. Every war battle is
bad for who is in it. The Vietnam War was
a twilight zone.
Author Earl Dusty
Trimmer was a Combat Infantryman in the
Vietnam War. In PAYBACK TIME! he
hopes to elevate awareness of the Vietnam
War Veterans wounded in action (WIA),
killed in action (KIA) and missing in action
(MIA). The author uncovers with raw
honesty, the plight of the Veterans still
living as well as those who lost their battle
to survive after coming home. Dusty
believes that the Vietnam Wars biggest
battle wasnt fought in Southeast Asia, but
is currently being waged against the
Department of Veterans Affairs. While
Trimmers previous book, Condemned
Property?, offered a shocking expose of the
VA systems mistreatment of Vietnam War
Veterans, PAYBACK TIME! continues to
expose the VA systems neglect of Vietnam
War Veterans and describes how many of
them, although weary and discouraged, are
once again fighting back with renewed
energy for the healthcare and benefits they
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so deservedly earned.
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Ave. in Cleveland might look like many American homes from the outside -- if it werent
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